
John Wayne Category 
 
 
   
The following information provides the rules for the Non SASS Approved category John Wayne 

for use at the Rio Salado Cowboy Action Shooting Society. 

 

For those shooters who are worried about ammo, primer and powder shortages, the Rio 

Cowboys would like to introduce the John Wayne Category. Shooters will be allowed to 

participate in the match but only use half the required ammunition. This is a temporary offering at 

our matches and will be available until ammunition and reloading components supplies return to 

normal. 

 

1. Ammunition requirements will be 5 pistol, 5 rifle, 2+ shotgun.  

2. Shooters may only bring one main match pistol to the shooting line. Any SASS approved 

pistol is acceptable. 

3. Any SASS approved main match rifle and shotgun is acceptable. 

4. Shooters may shoot the pistol either two handed or Duelist style. 

5. Shooters may use any SASS approved ammunition. 

6. If a stage calls for a 5 round sweep twice or repeat, shooters would only shoot the sweep 

once. 

7. If a stage calls for a 10 round continuous sweep, shooter shall only complete the first 5 

shots of the sweep. 

8. If a stage calls for split shotgun positions, shooters have the choice to shoot 2 at the first 

position or 1 at each position.  Comstock rule applies. 

9. If a stage calls for 10+1 reload on the rifle, shooters shall shoot 5+1 reload. 

10. Shooters should inform the TO and spotters how they intend to shoot the stage. 

11. Scores will not be shown in the overall match results, but will be shown on a separate 

page where they may compare their score to other John Wayne participants. 

12. Shooters will not be eligible for a clean match or the Silver Bullet award. 

13. All other SASS rules will apply. 

 


